CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES REVEALED

“Pep Group” Lists Activities

M. Spinelli Appointed Chairman; Pep Rally Opens Busy Week-End

by Toni Scarceum

Mullie Spinelli, senior education major, was appointed chairman of the committee by the Student Council at the meeting Tuesday evening. Miss Spinelli, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Spinelli of West Pittston, is a resident of Catlin Hall. Her activities include two years of cheerleading, four years of basketball, and one year as a special chairman of Catlin Hall. Mullie is looking forward to the fall season, and is an eager participant of the President of the School Spirit Committee.

The School Spirit committee under Miss Spinelli's direction has initiated a radio program for the school year. However, they have only concentrated their efforts into making this weekend, which includes a dance on Friday night and a football game on Saturday night on Saturday night, notable for a show of enthusiasm and unity among the student body.

The first event of the weekend is the pep rally today at 12:30 on Chase Lawn. The freshmen are required to attend this rally and “will choose the cheerleaders to be there in uniform to lead the crowd.”

At the Ithaca-Wilkes football game Saturday afternoon, two sections will be roped off, one for the freshmen, who will wear all of their hats regalia and one for the newly organized TBD cheering section. Both sections will be in the center portion of the bleachers. Before half time, the cheerleaders will lead the “frosh” out onto the field, where they will form an honor guard from the bleachers to the bench where they will run on to their entrance to the field.

The right of the Catlin Hall, under the direction of Shirley Hitchner and Nancy Rosenfield, will make paper bags, which will be passed out to the gate to all who attend the game. Mary Darling will make a large sign to hang in the stands.

It is stipulated that the President of the committee be alternately a decimary student and a commuter. The committee is made up of 10, 5 representatives from each class, two men and one woman, and one from each club or organization.

The representatives from the four clubs will volunteer at the class meetings to be held Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, when they will choose their representatives. Cheerleaders are voluntary permanent members.

The meetings will come from the Student Activities

Support
The School Spirit Committee!

SENIOR CLASS DANCE
FIRST SOCIAL EVENT

by Jean Shtefranko

The Senior Class will sponsor the first social event of the semester tonight at the college gymnasium. The sport dance, entitled “The September Serenade”, will provide an occasion to celebrate the beginning of Fall and the long-awaited return to classes.

Although the class of 59 has experienced many unusual annual changes in the past, it plans to make this dance “a plain sport dance” with no unusual gimmicks added.

Reginald Mattioli, class president, has appointed Bill Smulowitz as general chairman.

Assisting committees are: Entertainment, Barbara Fedor, Berardine Vidosas, Jean Broody, Tom Ruggerio; tickets, Bob Morris, Bob Piette; decorations, Richard Bailey, Pat Bodski.

Biologists Plan Fall Programs; Students Invited

Thursday, September 18, the Biology Club had its first meeting of the year. The club, under the guidance of its capable officers, is looking forward to an eventful and entertaining year, both educationally and socially.

The membership in the Biology Club is open to the entire college. All students can take advantage of this opportunity to join this popular club on campus.

The guest speakers provide a well-balanced supply of knowledge, which is not limited to science majors. Most of the speakers are scientists and medical men who are prominent throughout the community. Their topics are geared to the interests and level of college students in an effort to keep the public aware of scientific progress in the ever-changing society.

The guest speakers and their topics of the week will be announced in the weekly issues of the Beacon.

Socially, the Biology Club is very active on campus. Competition is intramural sports, homecoming decorations, and various community projects such as blood donor day help stimulate activity on the Wilkes campus. For relaxation, the club outings and dances provide a welcome weekend break.

When the Biology Club meets again on Thursday, October 2, the student body is welcome to join.

Jesse Rodrique

Miss Jesse Rodrique Returns to Wilkes After Earning M.S.

One of the twelve new faculty members at Wilkes this year is Miss Jesse Rodrique in the Elementary Education Department.

New Document Gives Students More Voice in Council Actions; Would Create Court of Appeals

by Richard J. Myers

Two years of careful planning and thoughtful study have ended with the unveiling of the proposed new Constitution for the Student Body of Wilkes College. This document will replace the old charter in effect until it is approved by the students in the October 9th general elections.

The new laws have undergone complete revision, and it is hoped that those in effect last year, when it became apparent that the rapid growth and student pressure would overtax the effectiveness of the old charter, will be replaced this year, when it is expected that the new law will be adopted by the student body. The constitution is signed by members of the Student Government by petition.

The new Constitution would consist of two faculty, one administration, and three student representatives, appointed to terms of one year.

If any action of the Student Government is in the approval of any student, the Court would have the power and authority to appeal to the Court itself would decide the case on its majority vote of its members.

If any action of the Student Government is in the approval of any student, the Court would have the power and authority to appeal to the Court itself would decide the case on its majority vote of its members.

If any action of the Student Government is in the approval of any student, the Court would have the power and authority to appeal to the Court itself would decide the case on its majority vote of its members.

If any action of the Student Government is in the approval of any student, the Court would have the power and authority to appeal to the Court itself would decide the case on its majority vote of its members.
EDITORIALS

What Do You Think?

After years of study and preparation, the Student Government constitution has been revised and perfected, and will soon be submitted to the student body for final approval — or disapproval.

The revised constitution will, if accepted, remedy the glaring omission in the presently used document, a Court of Appeals. Any necessary and required legislation will have to be contained within the document, and it contains provision for executive and legislative branches, but does not mention the all important judicial department.

The proposed appellate division was included purely for the benefit and protection of the members of that body. Under this new arrangement, any student has the right to make an appeal on a Student Government decision. The appeal is made by presenting a written summary of the case and of the Court of Appeals, which is composed of non-Student Government members. The court will review both sides of the argument and subsequently reach an impartial decision.

We feel that the inclusion of the Court of Appeals will not only give the student-body the right to challenge the laws set down by the Student Government, but it will probably silence the half-hearted mumblings of students who continually complain for the sake of having something to talk about. We realize fully that there can be more tangible results from this proposal than clause, but to us the important result should be the elimination of the incessant derogatory remarks which are heard far too frequently.

There are, of course, many more changes in the constitution. These changes will be discussed at the class meetings Tuesday morning. Probably one of the opinions that the proposed document is a good one on the whole, but we also feel that each individual student should consider carefully all the pros and cons before he votes.

---

Standards Set for Decorations

The eleventh annual Homecoming celebration of the Wilkes College Alumni will be held October 17 and 18. As in past years, one of the highlights of the busy weekend will be the Saturday afternoon football tilt.

This year the Wilkes Colonels host the Ursinus Bears. A custom to be repeated this year is the decorating of campus buildings. Russ Picon, alumni secretary, has urged that the campus student organizations participate enthusiastically as they have done in past years.

The judging of the decorations will be done by a committee of alumni on October 17 at 7:30 p.m. So that all participating groups may have an equal opportunity to win the decoration trophy, the alumni have established a set of standards which must be adhered to. All displays will be judged according to:

1. Adherence to the theme
2. Lighting
3. Originality
4. Over-all appeal

AWARDS PRESENTED TO WOMEN FOR SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT

On Tuesday morning at 11 o'clock Wilkes College held its first assembly of the year. To Wilkes upperclassmen and a large number of them was a celebration to meet with and be a part of the Wilkes College student body.

Janet Stahl and Martha Menegus are presented with the Women of Wilkes Award by Mrs. Duane
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Constitution

A yearbook is one of the most important publications that can be produced by a student body. Within its pages finds every feature of the school in which it is an outward expression of the entire school.

The Ameliea, the Ameliea reflects the life of our school as a whole. It shows the relationship between the student body and the faculty. Because of this, the Ameliea must have a personality, and that personality is created by you, the student body and the faculty.

The Ameliea is divided into different categories pertaining to a different facet of student life, such as Athletics, Activities, Administration, and Sports. The Ameliea holds an important place in making the Ameliea an actual representative of Wilkes College, and a yearbook, which truly reflects the spirit of the students and faculty alike.

What will be your part in contributing to your college yearbook?

Moreover, what can Ameliea do for you? To answer these questions, you must first understand the purpose and abilities. Whether you are interested in art, journalism, photography, or advertising, there is a place for you. By working for Ameliea you will be working with people who share the same interests.

Ameliea, a yearbook and a student body, will get a chance to vote for its own constitution. Students are presented with the Women of Wilkes Award by Mrs. Duane
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Gwen Evans receiving the Linda Morris Award from Herbert Morris

After the customary opening with a hymn and scripture reading, awards were presented to three outstanding women. Mrs. Morris, former registrar of Wilkes College, presented an award in memory of her daughter Linda. The recipient of this was Gwen Evans, a member of the senior class. Miss Evans received this award for having maintained the highest average of all her classmates during the past three years.
Freshmen to Assemble For Opening Tribunal

Attendance Mandatory For All Freshman Class

The freshmen will be officially welcomed Monday at 12:20 in the gymnasium. This is the first event of the year to be held present for the first Wilkes College High Tribunal. The purpose of this court is to penalize those freshmen who have broken the rules they have been instructed to do. It will be mandatory that all freshmen attend this session.

FROSTY ACTIVITIES

by Jim Eidan

Finally, following a barrage of tests and lectures during Orientation Week, the newest group of Wilkes freshmen had a special guest last Friday evening at the well-attended Student Council sponsored Frosty Ball. Although the dance brought the first win of the evening to an end, the frosh are reminded that their activities are far from finished—notice the following list of events and dates of frosty activities.

September:
19—Pop Rally on Chase Lawn at 12:20.
22—Tribunal in the gym at 11:30.
24—In Tribunals in gym, 12:20.
25—All frosh must make and display signs signifying that Wilkes beat Lebanon Valley in the game at 11. Pop Rally on Chase Lawn at 12:20.

Tribunal is an event popular with the frosh.

October:
03—Meeting in the gym, 12:10.
04—Committees will be formed to work on class project.
05—Meeting of the class officers.
07—Meeting to discuss frosty activities.
10—Meeting in the gym, 12:20.
13—Tribunal meeting.
15—Meeting in the gym, 12:15.
19—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
22—Meeting in the gym, 12:45.
26—Meeting in the gym, 12:30.
28—Pep Rally on Chase Lawn, 12:20.
30—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.

November:
05—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
07—Meeting of the class officers and student council members.
09—Participating in a homecoming parade.
12—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
16—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
17—Meeting in the gym, 12:10.
19—Meeting in the gym, 12:45.
20—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
24—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
27—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.

December:
03—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
05—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
09—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
12—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
13—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
15—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
22—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
26—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.
31—Meeting in the gym, 12:00.

The Frosh Council, through its officers, has been working hard to arrange the above activities for the frosh. They have been successful in their efforts, and the frosh are looking forward to the coming winter with enthusiasm. The frosh are reminded that the above activities are only a small part of the frosty activities which will be held throughout the year.
PINKOWSKI AND LEWIS NAMED TO ‘SKIPPER’ ’58 COLONEL FOOTBALL

Ralston Appoints Two Former Wilkes Greats To Coach Sport Here

Francis Pinkowski and George Lewis, two former Wilkes gridiron stalwarts, have been appointed Head Coach and Assistant Coach, respectively, of the 1958 Colonels grid team.

Pinkowski started his football career as a member of Nanticoke High School and came to play four years of outstanding ball for the Colonels and won the Joseph Galagher Award for the outstanding football player in 1946. Assistant Coach Lewis was co-captain of the Wilkes powerhouse teams of 1954-56 and played guard as one of the famed “Seven Blocks of Anthracite”. His recent addition to the staff will undoubtedly give the Wilkes linemen a thorough education in that department.

Pinkowski following his graduation from Wilkes, “Pinkie” served as an officer in the U.S. Navy.

His coaching has revitalized teams such as Bordentown, New Jersey, and Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania, and his knowledge of the split-T formation should have great effect on the Wilkes team.

Pinkowski will be the third head coach to have that position in the history of football at Wilkes. Ralston was the first football coach when the sport was started in 1946. Russ Pinton served as head football mentor in 1954-56 while Ralston was studying for his doctorate at Columbia University.

Lewis Lewis will be taking time out from a busy schedule of activities to assist “Pinkie” in the job of molding the team. Coach Lewis is married to the former Miss Dorothy Will, has two children, and now resides in Forty Fort.

In addition to coaching duties, Pinkowski will serve as an instructor in the education department under Dr. Eugene Hammer.

PINKOWSKI AND LEWIS NAMED TO ‘SKIPPER’ ’58 COLONEL FOOTBALL

COLLEGE BOWLING TEAM PLANNED

Tentative plans for a Wilkes bowling team are in progress and a report on the project is expected soon from Dan Lewis one of the originators of the idea.

Dan and the six other men who participated in the 1958 Eastern Intergallegiate Individual Matches at New York dream up the idea of a Colonels squad to enter into intercollegiate competition.

Other members of the tournament squad were: William Hoffman, Robert Kozie, Paul Katz, Dick Miller, Peter Maholik, Emil Petrasch, and Ben Phillips.

The men hope to remain together as a unit in this venture and are investigating possibilities of match games in the shortest possible time.

INTRAMURAL BOWLING TO START SUNDAY AT J.C.C. LANES, 7:30 P.M.

In the interest of an early and successful start the 1958-59 intramural bowling season will begin Sunday night, September 21 at 7:30 p.m. All interested parties are requested to be at the Jewish Community Center lanes at 7:00 p.m. in order to be assigned an alley.

NOTICE

Coach Jim Ferris has announced that there are still openings on the 1958 Colonels soccer squad. The team works out every afternoon in Kirby Park after classes end. No prior experience is essential, but a willingness to work is expected.

There is still time for any man, freshman or upperclassman, to help get the team in shape for the season opener with the Elizabethtown Blue Jays in a home game on October 4.

BUTLER MEN ELECT PRES.

In a recent dorm meeting of Butler Hall, Region Mattioli was re-elected for the third year as Dorm President, and Dave Robbuck was re-elected as dorm vice-president-secretary for the third year. Ira Himmel was appointed as social director of the dorm.

Butler now has a total of twenty-five students, including eight freshmen, and its proctor, Mr. Robert Tener.

Where the Crowd Goes . . .
After the Dance
Ray Hottle’s
Seaweed - Steaks - Chops - Sandwiches
243 South Main Street

A PURE WHITE MODERN FILTER
IS ONLY THE BEGINNING OF A WINSTON

It’s what’s up front that counts

Winston puts its
FILTER-BLEND
up front...fine, flavorful tobaccos, specially processed for filter smoking

WINSTON TASTES
GOOD.
NOT A SKEPTIC TAKER.

WINSTON TASTES
GOOD.

Winston” is a Trade-Mark registered in the U.S. Patent Office and in other countries.

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Winston-Salem, N.C.
GRIDDERS OPEN WITH "NEW LOOK"

KICKOFF TOMORROW NIGHT—Looking forward to their first game and win of the year the Wilkes eleven takes to the field tomorrow night against a highly touted Ithaca team. The team members are, from row, left to right: Roy Yanchus, Bill Michaelis, Jory Kubicki, Ron Ercolani, Dick Rees, Steve Pikulski, Tom Krulivicz, Steve Perkowski. Second row Coach Francis Piskowski. Co-captain Mike Dydo. Frank Spudis, Co-captain Bob Yokovenus, Don Eiller, Paul Aquilano, Mike Delik, Bob Korch, Jim Crews, Jerry Arone, Assistant Coach George Lewis. Third row Fred Williams, Don Lewis, Stan Kruk, Roy Marchokhowsky, Al Dobr- woff. Football laurels have been captured by Nor- nea. Absent when picture was taken were Roy Kryunski and Ken Solodery. Photo by Berthold.

TIME OUT!
by MORGAN R. DAVIS, Sports Editor

With your former Sports Editor, Dick Myron, now elevated with honors to the high and exalted rank of News Editor, the task of keeping all faithful Beaver readers informed and up to date with their favorite sport falls on my somewhat uncertain shoulders.

The shoes that Mr. Myron seemed to fill with such ease in his two years as your favorite Sports Editor now appear in all their ugly glory as huge amounts of hard work.

In beginning this job I ask for your advanced indulgence for all the unavoidable errors that may crop up from time to time, and request you to excuse that which at the time may seem inexcusable.

PROGRESS REPORT: RESIGNO
I’m sure you all know the story of our favorite athlete Ron Rosigno and the unfortunate accident he suffered the day before graduation ceremonies. Happily we report that "Rosie" has been discharged from the hospital after spending all summer lying on his back. It was often said that Ronnie had more ‘guts’ than any two men in this school or any other, never after seeing him overcome one of the biggest calamities that can possibly occur in one’s life, we are sure that he will carry what is looking for in life. Best of luck from all of us well-wishers "Rosie".

PUNT!
College football is back in season! To be specific we mean Wilkes College football. It would make the team feel great and really set our new coach off on the right foot to have an impressive showing of fans at the new Kingston Stadium tomorrow night.

Upperclassmen are aware that the crowds attending the performances of our gridiron in the past few years have not been what might be called overly tremendous, however, if we hypostatize, writ, and charming upperclassmen could impress the “frash” with the fact that high school ball was for high school people and that even a terrible day on the Wilkes gridiron is twice as exciting, we might be able to attract at least those who have been ignores.

The dance tonight, sponsored by the School Spirit Committee, appears to be the place to meet contacts with people of the opposite sex for dates for the Ithaca game tomorrow.

EIGHT RETURN TO GRID WARS

Eight lettermen will return to provide one of Wilkes’ best lines in recent years. Coach Piskowski’s first football team will be built with eight experienced men for the 1957-58 squad. In addition, many new fine recruits volunteered from the newly arrived freshman class, promising what appears to be one of the finest squads fielded by the Colonels in recent years. Returning are:

Marvin Antilsson: All-round athlete switched from the line to the backfield. Marvin is an exceptional performer from the position where he started in more events than can be counted. Here he promises this year, he will be a constant threat from the halfback position.

Mike Dydo: Co-captain of the offense, Mike is a two-year veteran. Line major also was a batting star in the recent baseball season. Mike is a two-year veteran of the U.S. Army, lettered at Hanover Township High School, serves presently as Secretary of the Letterman’s Club.

Ronald Ercolani: At six feet, 185 pounds, Mr. Ercolani’s Boy “Ron” is also returning. He will fill down his former position as end. Ron is a senior, native of Allen- town, Pa., majoring in Commerce and Finance.

Steve Perkowski: Although “Perry” hung up his knee in practice and was out for an entire season, he is back in form and has his former position as end. Ron is a senior, native of Allen- town, Pa., majoring in Commerce and Finance.

Mike Spudis: Sophomore, one inch taller than six feet, and 190 pounds of good, hard-planning linemen, Frank has returned to plug the gaps at right guard. He comes from up Pittston way, where he gathered many praise in football and basketball.

Fred Williams: Junior major in

Single-Wing Replaced After 11-Year Reign, Will Now Use Split-T

Wilkes, the team with the "new look" opens its nine-game schedule against a seasoned Maryland squad tonight at 8 p.m. in Kingston Stadium.

Headed by new coaches Piskow- ski and Lewis, the "new look" will be a split-T formation. Pinkowski, a former Blue and White backfield, has established an impressive record in four years of high school coaching with his hard, fast, quick-opening plays.

This will be the first real effort in 11 years for Colonial teams to operate from something other than the single-wing, and Pinkowski is looking forward to the winning season with the new of-

The fall schedule is built around returning lettermen and a deck of Impressive freshmen. The coaches and players have been working hard at work since September 2 and a thrilling schedule is in store for the fans as expected for tomorrow night.

Although last year’s entire back- field has suffered injuries and Piskow- ski is centering his attack around the line, the team looks like the man who will direct the team, is a two-year veteran, ex-Larksville gridder, and co-also and Mary Antilsson are half- back and corners are steady at any time.

Running out the backfield will be former Sweeneyville star Bill McIntosh, former end and driver, a bull-like backfield who runs with plenty of power. These backs have the necessary add to Pinkowski’s pleasure. Don Eiller, a two-year veteran of the backfield, and Pete Aquilano will add depth to the backfield when needed.

Along the forward wall, coach Lewis has drilled plenty of hard work into the returning team. Ron Ercolani, co-captain Mike Dydo, co- captain Bob Yokovenus, Steve Perk-owski, Don Eiller, Paul Aquilano, Mike Delik, Mike Spudis, as well as a host of in- coming freshmen, look promising.

These include: Ray Marchakaitis, Mike Dydo, Bob Yokovenus, Stan Kruk, Ken Selody, Anthony Kuck, Richie Beeke, Rickie Pope, Anthony Marchakaitis, Jim Brunza, Stan Kruk, Mary Antilsson, Evan, and Al Dobr- woff.

Pinkowski is concerned over the loss of letterman Steve Perkowski for tomorrow’s tilt. The former Nanticoke star suffered a knee in-

The Bombers from Ithaca, New York, bring a well-experienced lineup to the field and will play its first game under a new head coach, Dick Rees. Bates and Colgate. Lynn has welcomed back 19 lettermen this fall and expects to invasion the grid of 39 players. He has experienced ball players and an experienced linemen and is out to better last year’s record of 3-6-1.

The Bombers got one of those wins from Wilkes last year, hand- ing the Blue and White their fourth loss of the season. Pinkowski’s men are out to erase the memory of the game by returning an opening victory for the "new" Gold and Blue.
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Do You Think for Yourself? (Take This Test and Find Out!)

Do you believe you could fool a lie-detecting machine if you put your mind to it?

Do you believe society should adopt new ideas at the expense of old traditions?

Are you completely at ease when people watch you at work?

Do you judge your parents as you do other people?

Do your emotions ever lead you to do something that seems unreasonable, even to yourself?

Do you try to plan ahead rather than make snap judgment decisions?

If your roommate suddenly inherited a large fortune, would your relationship remain the same?

Can you honestly say you pay more attention to political issues than to the personalities of the candidates?

The Man Who Thinks for Himself

Only Viceroy Has a Thinking Man's Filter... A Smoking Man's Taste!

One more question: Do you think about the filter when you choose a cigarette?

If you're the kind of person who thinks for himself... you use judgment in your choice of things as in everything else.

Men and women who think for themselves usually smoke Viceroy. Their reason? Best in the world.

They don't smoke the distance between fact and fancy. They know that only Viceroy has a thinking man's filter and a smoking man's taste.

*If you have answered Yes to 6 of these questions, you are a person who thinks for himself.
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